
Reveal Every Detail
It's time to see the whole picture. Watch, browse, and play with a resolution four 
times higher than Full HD. This UHD monitor delivers stunning images composed 
of 8 million pixels for even more intricate detail. Experience unparalleled realism 

when gaming or enjoying movies.



See It from Any Angle
Sit anywhere and have a full technicolor experience. The IPS panel preserves 

color vividness and clarity across every inch of the screen. Even on a display this 
wide, tones and shades look completely accurate from virtually any angle, with 

no color washing.



A Spectrum of Tones
A kaleidoscope of shades. HDR support brings a dynamic range of luminous blacks 
and whites to the screen. Dark areas are richer and more profound, while bright 

parts are even more brilliant. Experience outstandingly clear and detailed 
resolution.



Fresh Eyes Do More
What your eyes deserve. The easy-to-look-at display reduces blue light emissions 

known to cause eye strain and keep you awake. Say goodbye to yellow screen 
filters with distorted colors. Meet the perfect canvas for your creative juices to 

flow, without sore eyes holding you back.

* UR55 has received the world's first certification as a monitor from TÜV Rheinland for Eye Comfort 2.0 standard, which validates 
that the product can provides user a comfortable viewing experience with accurate color reproduction, minimized ambient light

impact, reduced toxic blue light and flicker while achieving 99.5% sRGB without any change to resolution.

* The certification is viewable at www.tuv.com using ID 1419073657.

https://displaysolutions.samsung.com/monitor/detail/1532/www.tuv.com


Superfluid Motion
Say goodbye to choppy screenplay. AMD FreeSync virtually eliminates screen 

tears and stutters for a completely fluidvisual experience.



Display with No Borders
Simplistic design, total sophistication. Exquisite craftsmanship makes the 

difference in this stylish 28-inch flat screen monitor with a minimalist 3-sided 
bezel-less screen. In a dual monitor setup, the displays line up seamlessly for you 

to enjoy stunning UHD content—without any distracting gap.



Be Multi-Productive
Experience a more efficient and productive workflow when editing photos, 
creating videos, and more. PBP transforms a single monitor to a dual-view 

monitor by displaying content from two sources side by side on one screen. With 
PIP, see and organize multiple apps and programs exactly how you want to.




